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2Virtual Compton Scattering 
below π0 threshold
hadronic system
( ) 22   and   ' qQkkq −=−=
pp γγ →∗
Real Compton Scattering ( )02 =  , Qβα







(γ p     γ p)
goal : to constrain models of nucleon structure at low energy
3Generalized Polarizabilities
Photon electroproduction is the coherent sum of 2 processes
VCS : is emitted by
nucleon : Born term entirely calculable
(proton electromagnetic form factors :                      )
















4P Guichon : develop amplitude in polynomial of q’cm
Low Energy Theorem
[ ] ( )2BBH55 '' cmcmBBHep qqdd OMM 00 +−Φ+= ++σσ γ
(P. Guichon and M. Vanderhaegen, Prog.Part. Nucl. Phys.  41 (1998) 125)
(F.E. Low, Phys. Rev. 96 (1954) 1428)
(q’cm= outgoing photon momentum in            center mass)( )p*γ
phase space factor( )BBH+− 00 MM is the lowest order term containing an effect of
Generalized Polarizabilities (know combination)
6 GPs are needed to describe Tepγ
(D.Drechsel et al, Phys. Rev. C55 (1997) 424)
5 GPs in unpolarized case, and we extract two structure






5Photon electroproduction cross section
Santorini2001 jaminion@clermont.in2p3.fr
: Bosted parametrisation
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